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The time has come for a reparative reading of the 
Catalan Decadència and the myriad of cultural works 
produced during the eighteenth century in 
particular. As Eve Kosovsky Sedgwick has so 

potently argued, a reparative impulse in critical reading is additive and 
accretive (149), and seeks a restorative, inclusive, and even loving stance 
toward interpretations of cultural history. While the repression of the 
Catalan language was indeed forceful beginning in the early 1700s, today 
scholars have a growing understanding of the many once-forgotten, 
peripheral, and popular cultural productions created during this era -—be 
they in artwork, oral poetry, memoirs or dramas. These works, perhaps 
because they were not produced by the elite figures of Catalan society, or in 
the power centers of previous Catalan culture, have been disregarded, much 
to the detriment of our understanding of the resistance and novel growth of 
Catalan cultural identity in this era. Only in recent years have scholars of 
Catalan literary history begun to fully question the supposed literary and 
cultural decline of the Decadència. Albert Rossich, for example, has lamented 
that specialists in eighteenth-century Catalan literature have “limited 
themselves to emphasizing the mere existence of a number of works which 
were only examined in the light of the nineteenth-century Renaixença 
movement, since eighteenth-century literature was only considered worthy 
of interest inasmuch as it could be seen as a proof of the existence of a pre-
Renaixença” (118). 

Because the Renaixença has been interpreted as the moment of cultural 
revival that cultivated “a progressive diffusion of a consciousness of 
Catalonia’s autonomous culture (identified by use of the language) and, 
accordingly, a very considerable increase in Catalan literary production (and, 
in general, of everything that shaped the cultural particularities of 
Catalonia)” (“La Renaixença”), and the initiation of a literary optic that 
paved the way for the contemporary period of Catalan literature, the 
eighteenth century in the Països Catalans, when not entirely ignored, has 
been interpreted as a gap or a void. The eighteenth century has been read as 
everything the Renaixença was not, and thus as an era lacking in autonomous 
use of the Catalan language and Catalan literary production. Stewart King 
has suggested that “the terms Decadència and Renaixença are intricately linked, 
given that the renaixentistes interpreted the period prior to their movement as 
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a break in Catalan cultural continuity and with the abandonment or even 
the loss of the national patrimony” (236). Joan Ramon Resina too has 
outlined that the term Decadència as applied to the sixteenth to eighteenth 
centuries is “not without problems, not the least of which is the implication 
of a protracted, and therefore continued, existence spanning empty time 
before its reanimation in the promised land of national reconstitution in 
recent (modern) times” (286). For Resina, the principle at work in the 
development of Catalan literary culture is that of discontinuity (286). While 
Resina’s focus remains on how the decadence of Catalan literature in the 
early sixteenth century in particular “precluded the formation of a Catalan 
national culture (and hence of a Catalan national identity) at the time when 
other European cultures were developing into national cultures” (286), his 
assessment of the productive role of discontinuous literary creation in the 
formation of national literatures, especially in the case of Catalonia, is 
relevant to any study of the works produced during the purported 
Decadència, as will become clear in what follows.    
 Thus, at first glance, researching the question of Catalan literary 
production and cultural identity in the eighteenth century can at times seem 
like a lesson in futility, since, according to Joan Mas i Vives, 
“tradicionalment, més de atorgar-li cap mena de valor propi, hom ha 
considerat aquesta època com una mena de desert cultural, final d’una mal 
anomenada Decadència” (9). A review of the numerous Catalan literary 
histories that have been published in the last twenty years reveals narratives 
that focus almost exclusively on the period of Catalan cultural splendor 
during the Middle Ages, and then later, on the rebirth or Renaixença of 
Catalan literary production beginning in the nineteenth century and up until 
the contemporary era of vibrant Catalan poetic, theatrical, and narrative 
expression. In these anthologies, the eighteenth century in particular, 
starting with the Catalan defeat in the War of the Spanish Succession (1701-
14), has been read as a parenthetical moment of total cultural decline, 
whose most significant feature is that it falls before the ambitious recovery 
of the Catalan language undertaken by the Romantics in the 1830s.  
 Yet during the eighteenth century, on the Balearic island of Menorca, 
under two eras of British rule and another period of French control, 
Catalan remained the official language, and cultural societies such as the 
Societat Maonesa de Cultura, or Mahonese Cultural Society, promoted 
humanistic and social scientific writing in Catalan even some three years 
after the Spanish takeover of the island in 1782. According to Vicent de 
Melchor, “A Menorca, al llarg de totes les dominacions del segle XVIII i 
fins a començaments del XIX, el català va ser-hi —a diferència de les altres 
terres catalanoparlants contemporànies— l’idioma ‘oficial’ de l’illa, estatus 
que només ocasionalment va compartir amb altres llengües” (“L’us del 
català” 91). There —literally at the physical and political periphery of the 
Bourbon monarchy, and thus not impacted by the Catalan language bans in 
the Tratado de los Pirineos of 1700 or the Decretos de la Nueva Planta de la Real 
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Audiencia del Principado de Cataluña of 1707-1716— Catalan identity 
experienced a significant revival, more than 60 years before the more well-
known push for linguistic and cultural renewal during the Renaixença. 
Twentieth-century Catalan writer Joan Fuster perhaps put it best when he 
argued that the Menorcan writers of the eighteenth century were the most 
European of the Països Catalans in that period. With regards at least to the 
production of highbrow literature in Catalan, Fuster has argued that the 
Menorcan Phenomenon, as he terms it, has an enormous sociological —in 
addition to literary— interest, in the history of expression in the Catalan 
language, and that it was the singular exception, an example of something 
that should have been and yet was not fully possible (29). The political and 
social climate on the island was likewise anomalous for the era. De Melchor 
has suggested that the dissolution of the Tribunal of Inquisition on 
Menorca made the island “molt més liberal que en qualsevol dels altres 
països catòlics” in the eighteenth century (“Estudi Introductori” Arminda 
20). For Josefina Salord Ripoll, Menorca likewise represented a “pieza clave 
del mapa colonial internacional” in this epoch (169), as the city of Mahón 
became a center of Enlightenment-era creation at the crossroads of British, 
French, Catalan and Spanish cultures.  
 Joan Ramis i Ramis, born on Menorca to two Mallorcan parents, was a 
poet, playright, lawyer, and historian, and one of the founders of the Societat 
Maonesa, which he set up in his own home. Ramis advocated tirelessly for 
the Catalan language in the second half of the eighteenth century, largely 
through his legal and historical writing and through his promotion of 
translation. Members of the Societat Maonesa were tireless translators of 
foreign literature into Catalan, especially the theatrical works of playwrights 
as varied as Shakespeare, Molière, Goldoni, and Ramón de la Cruz. Ramis 
in particular saw his work as integrated with that of the Catalan-speaking 
lands, proclaiming that there was little difference between the language of 
his island and the other Balearic Islands or Catalan-speaking regions on the 
peninsula, emphasizing that “la lengua menorquina es la misma, en 
sustancia, que la de Mallorca, Valencia y Cataluña” (Resumen topográfico 155). 
However, it is Ramis’s original plays that cemented his reputation as an 
Enlightened figure of a type of Catalanisme cultural that really is not 
understood to have come into being more broadly until the 1830s in 
Catalonia proper. According to Salord Ripoll, Ramis and the other founders 
of the Societat Maonesa, 
 

configuraron, así, la etapa más brillante de la historia cultural menorquina 
e hicieron una aportación de primer orden a la cultura catalana común por 
el hecho de convertir la lengua propia en lengua de creación cultural en 
tiempos de soberanía británica, francesa, e incluso española. En efecto, ni 
la incorporación definitiva a España por el tratado de Amiens (1802), 
pudo frenar, a pesar de los mecanismos jurídicos e institucionales 
contrarios, el impulso cultural expresado en la lengua propia, aunque si 
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endureció el proceso de competencia entre dos modelos culturales y 
lingüísticos, que abierto en la etapa dedominación española entre el 1783 y 
el 1798, avanzó durante el reinado absolutista de Fernando VII, y, a partir 
sobre todo de la década ominosa, se resolvió en contra del modelo 
ilustrado en lengua catalana. (169-70) 

  
It is clear that a Catalan cultural entity not only survived but thrived in the 
eighteenth century, even for a brief moment while under Spanish rule. 
While the Societat Maonesa was short-lived, the work of its founder Ramis is 
a testament to a burgeoning contemporary Catalan cultural identity during 
the Enlightenment era, one all too little studied and for too long forgotten. 
 In what follows, I will examine two of Ramis’s dramas, Lucrècia o Roma 
libre (1769) – which critics, only in recent years, have argued to be the 
greatest eighteenth-century literary work in Catalan —and Arminda 
(1771)— the least known of his three plays (Rosaura, from 1783, being his 
final dramatic work). Notably, until the critical edition of Arminda in 2006, 
this play was, according to de Melchor, “pràcticament inèdita” (“Estudi 
introductori” Arminda 15). Lucrècia o Roma libre too has had an even more 
significant resurgence in Catalan literary life in the past decade, with a new 
edition of the play published in 2019 by Edicions Vitel·la to commemorate 
the 200th anniversary of Ramis’s death. Compañía La Trup’s new 
crowdfunded staging of the play in Catalan has premiered in Menorca, 
Mallorca, and Barcelona at various times between 2011 and 2016, and most 
recently there has been a Spanish production of the play on the island of 
Lanzarote in the fall of 2018. As opposed to the traditional emphasis that 
has been placed on the linguistic value of these plays in their defense of 
Catalanidad, which I certainly do not negate, I want to examine how Ramis, 
exhibiting both Enlightenment-era and proto-Romantic tendencies in these 
two dramas, also mines the legends of the Roman Republic and the 
landscape of a quasi-fictional medieval Catalonia to promote the dignity and 
rights of his own present-day autochthonous culture. In doing so, I will 
push beyond the emphasis on mere linguistic expression in Catalan, to 
search out the signs of a nascent Catalan identity and a re-assertion of 
Catalan political rights even during what literary historians unanimously 
consider the darkest times of the so-called Decadència.  
 Lucrècia o Roma libre was Ramis’s first play, written when he was just 23 
years old, and it is neoclassical in its deployment of the Aristotelian unities 
of time, place, and action, as well as in its setting —at the end of the Roman 
Kingdom and the beginning of the Roman Empire. Its use of the French 
Alexandrine rhyming couplet furthermore points to the lingering influence 
of the great seventeenth-century French playwrights, like Jean Racine, in the 
Menorca of Ramis’s day. As the play’s title suggests, its plot centers around 
the figure of Lucrècia, who, according to Roman legend, was the sixth-
century BC noblewoman whose rape by the king’s son Sextus Tarquinius, 
provoked a rebellion that brought down the Roman monarchy and led to 
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the founding of the Roman Republic. Republican ideals are touted 
throughout the play, especially by Brutus, and Lucrècia’s ritual suicide in 
front of her husband Collatino, Brutus, and several Roman knights, shortly 
after her rape, is the culminating tragic moment of the drama which impels 
the republican uprising against the “rapist” monarchy. While the story of 
Lucrècia was regularly incorporated into a variety of poems and plays in the 
Middle Ages and during the Renaissance and Baroque —most notably in 
numerous Shakespearean works, in Machiavelli’s La Mandragola, and in Sor 
Juana’s Redondillas, it was less common source material during the 
Enlightenment. Although neoclassical plays centered on the story of 
Lucrecia or Brutus saw some popularity in the French and German 
traditions, with the exception of Nicolás Fernández de Moratín’s 1763 play 
Lucrecia, a minor work which Moratín never staged and Ramis appears not 
to have known, Ramis’s play is unique in its cultivation of this classical 
tradition in eighteenth-century Iberia. Jaume Pórtulas has suggested that the 
rarity of the Lucrecia storyline is likely due to the Enlightened Despotism of 
the eighteenth century in Spain, which underlined the divine right of 
monarchs, and would have had little empathy for stories centered on 
regicide or the killing of tyrants (539). Josep María Sala-Valldaura, building 
on the work of Manfried Tietz, thus highlights the surprisingly 
revolutionary nature of Ramis’s play in its overt political emphasis, pointing 
to the marked difference in focus between the Lucrecia plays of Moratín 
and Ramis. For this scholar, 
 

la Lucrecia de Nicolás Fernández de Moratín defiende la ‘interpretación 
privada’ de la historia de la fiel esposa de Colatino … frente a la 
‘interpretación pública o política’, que la asocia con la ‘reconquista de la 
libertad cívica por parte de los romanos y la transformación de la tiranía 
(sexual y políticamente perversa) en la república (moral y políticamente 
virtuosa)’, de la obra de Ramis.  (214) 

  
David T. Gies too, while acknowledging that Moratín’s Lucrecia does uphold 
the three Aristotelian unities in its structure, argues that this work operates 
more like a Baroque-era honor play (134). But whereas Sala-Valldaura 
suggests that in Ramis’s Lucrècia, “se hace eco del motín de Esquilache” 
(213), a popular riot in Madrid in 1766 against clothing reforms imposed by 
Carlos III’s Italian-born minister the Marquis de Esquilache, I observe that 
this tragedy takes strong political positions that are more oriented toward 
questions of monarchical overreach and tyranny that are closer to Ramis’s 
lived experience as a Catalan-upholding subject of Menorca.  
 To my mind, the appearance of Ramis’s first theatrical work precisely in 
1769, and its particular focus on the injustices of a young heir to the Crown  
—albeit from a distant Roman era— seem especially chosen to address the 
political challenges faced by Catalan cultural actors in Ramis’s day. If in 
1715, King Felipe V had ordered the eradication of Catalan textbooks from 
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schools across the Països Catalans, proclaiming that “no se han de escoger 
medios débiles y menos eficaces, sino los más robustos y seguros, borrando 
de la memoria de los catalanes todo aquello que pueda conformarse con sus 
abolidas constituciones, usos, fueros y costumbres,” then in 1768 Felipe’s 
son, Carlos III, according to historian Marc Pons, 
 

impondría una vuelta de tuerca que iba un paso más allá: promulgaba una 
real orden que prohibía el uso del catalán en cualquier ámbito académico, 
incluso en las conversaciones cotidianas, y reveladoramente, mandaba que 
en todo el Reino se actúe y se enseñe en lengua castellana. Una medida 
que apuntaba claramente a las élites del país, en aquella época el único 
grupo social que tenia acceso a la enseñanza y a la cultura. 

 
Against this backdrop of a tightening of prohibitions against Catalan in all 
corners of the neighboring Spanish kingdom, Ramis’s decision to begin 
writing plays in this oppressed language mere months later, and only shortly 
after receiving his advanced law degree in Avignon, France, must be read as 
a contestatory act, in and of itself. Although de Melchor notes that no 
record remains of this play having been staged on Menorca during Ramis’s 
lifetime (“Estudi introductori” Lucrècia 13), Jaume Gomila Saura speaks to 
Ramis’s close ties with the Teatre de la Comèdia de Maó (10-11). It is also 
thought that the play circulated widely on the island in print form, since 
Menorca had acquired its first printing press beginning in the mid-
eighteenth century. Jordi Carbonell asserts that, “les obres de Joan Ramis 
eren conegudes en vida i, com a conseqüència, ell tenia un fort prestigi com 
a literat al costat del que tenia com a intel·lectual il·lustrat i com a 
historiador” (67). Given the cultural and social capital Ramis had accrued 
thanks to his work with the Societat Maonesa, Lucrècia clearly held sway 
among the island’s intelligentsia.   
 De Melchor has insisted that Lucrècia does not offer an allegory about 
the English Crown as one that was tyrannical or illegitimate in its rule of 
eighteenth-century Menorca, building on Pórtulas’s work that has shown 
that while the Menorcan nobility and church saw the British occupation of 
the island unfavorably, the Mahonese middle class, of which Ramis was a 
member, looked more favorably on the British monarchy’s island rule. A.J. 
Pons has even gone so far to as document the presence of a portrait of 
English monarch George III in the main hall of Ramis’s home, even some 
12 years after the Spanish takeover of Menorca (114). Hence, if various 
scholars have proposed that Lucrècia cannot be seen as a condemnation of 
the English monarchy —in its catharsis of military men rising up against an 
abusive prince in revenge for his mistreatment of Collatino’s wife 
Lucrècia— de Melchor has suggested that it then must instead be 
understood to offer a vaguely universal political moral (“Estudi 
introductori” Lucrècia 65). However, in my own reading of Ramis’s 
construction of the play, I see an inherent understanding of the political 
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losses that Catalans experienced with the Bourbon victory at the outset of 
the eighteenth century. As J.H. Elliott has argued, the Països Catalans,  
 

did not equate the survival of their language with the survival of their 
pàtria, nor would they have seen linguistic survival as a cause for hope for 
the future. What they had lost was the Catalonia of the Constitutions. In 
its place a political system was being imposed that was arbitrary and 
authoritarian, and depended on military power to ensure compliance with 
its edicts.  (98)  

 
Therefore, beyond the act of salvaging artistic expression in Catalan in an 
era of increasing repression of Catalan academic and cultural production, 
Ramis’s play also explores a classical legend with an eye to bolstering the 
ideal of self-determination, the importance of harmonizing individual liberty 
and the collective, and offers a condemnation of the indiscriminate abuse of 
monarchical power —questions that dominated the social, political and 
cultural life of the Països Catalans in the mid-to-late eighteenth century. And 
while there was no revolt as extreme as the Esquilache riots across 
Catalonia in the final decades of the eighteenth century, there were many 
instances in the principality of significant rebellious acts against the tyranny 
of the Spanish Crown that would have figured prominently in Ramis’s 
worldview, most notably when, “la ciudad de Barcelona se agita[ba] contra 
el sistema de quintas, mientras la gente de mar Costa Brava se n[egaba], a 
veces con violencia, a inscribirse en la Matrícula” (Martínez Shaw). The 
Crown’s forcing of military service throughout the Països Catalans during the 
eighteenth century is especially evoked in Ramis’s treatment of Collatino 
and Brutus, two men, one military and one political, serving under the 
prince. On the one hand, Ramis describes how Collatino’s service as a 
soldier is abused when he is sent away so that the prince might have access 
to Lucrècia alone and take advantage of her; on the other, Ramis reveals 
how Brutus sees his position as that of a slave in the hands of a cruel tyrant 
(140), and he makes Brutus the first to speak of rebellion against the 
excesses of Tarquino, rallying the knights of the military against the 
monarchy: “Del jugo dels Tarquins ja és temps que sortiguem; de les sues 
crueldats ja és temps que nos vengem. Tantes vils accions, tantes 
indignidats nos tenen commoguts, nos tenen irritats. Ab esta indigna acció, 
los cors de los romans s’acaben d’excitar contra los seus tirans” (202). 
 In Ramis’s play, it is telling that Prince Tarquino’s violation of Lucrècia 
is not outlined as a crime of passion, but rather as a response to her 
resistance and ethical steadfastness. The young prince will ask himself and 
his advisor Manlius —“Com, all fill de son rei, vols tu que no cedesca? Que, 
quan tot obeieix, sols ella resistesca? Sa virtut, sa firmesa a tant podrá 
arribar?” (164). In fact, it is Lucrècia’s fidelity to Collatino and her intense 
demonstrations of love for her husband that seem to provoke Tarquino’s 
self-described ‘passion’ for her. Lucrècía’s later likening to the downfall of 
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the monarchy and the birth of the Republic, only heightens the allegory 
here —that of a virtuous political subject standing as a symbol of a nation, a 
woman-nation who is violently subjected and violated only because of her 
prior resistance and rebellion, because she holds strong in her distinct value 
system. Let us not forget that the rebellion against the Bourbons during 
War of the Spanish Succession, according to Simon Barton, had the 
overriding aim of “the defense of regional autonomy against Bourbon 
centralization” (135); Barton also reminds us that the Nueva Planta was 
imposed on the Països Catalans “on account of the rebellion which they have 
raised,” resulting in the Crown “riding roughshod over the clause in the 
Treaty of Utrecht which had stated that the Catalans were to be offered a 
pardon and their ‘ancient rights and estates fully restored to them’” and the 
government introducing “a raft of institutional changes which suppressed 
the autonomous powers of the region” (138-39). That Tarquino later 
believes he will convince Lucrècia to abandon her husband and be with him 
by offering her the power and prestige of the Crown —“El pensar que 
algun dia al trono es pot assentar, vencerà son rigor, son cor m’ha de 
donar” (165)— similarly recalls the Bourbon agenda in the Països Catalans 
after the War of the Spanish Succession, as it attempted to offer the spoils 
of the Crown to Catalans by opening trade possibilities with the Americas 
to them, while at the same time creating what Robert Davidson has 
described as a “siege city” mentality in Barcelona through the construction 
of the Ciutadella, and the conscription of an ever-increasing numbers of 
Catalan men into military service as a sort of retribution for Catalan 
rebellion (24). 
 Beyond these suggestive points of contact between the recent history of 
the Països Catalans and the plotline of Lucrècia, Ramis’s play regularly 
announces its political intentions through a romance plot. Doris Sommer’s 
understanding of the role of political erotics comes to mind here, though of 
course her focus is on the foundational novelsof nineteenth-century Latin 
America, and not the theater of a marginalized Iberian culture. And yet, her 
assertion that there is a translatability between romantic and republican 
desires and a metonymic association between intimate or love plots and 
political plotting (41), seems relevant to the curious overlaps found in 
Lucrècia and even more so to any understanding of the relationship between 
the amorous and the political in Arminda, as we shall soon see. Throughout 
Ramis’s first play, Lucrècia frames her fight against Tarquino around 
questions of national sovereignty and difference —“L’imperi de mon cor el 
cel me va donar; ell lo podrà omprimir, mes no el podrà forçar. Jo li 
resistiré” (171). For Gomila Saura, the figure of “Lucrècia encarna el poble 
romà oprimit, que coneix una veritat inalterable” (8); that truth, he argues, is 
given voice in the following dialogue from the protagonist: “Tal és vostro 
poder que pot mudar les lleis, però fer just l’injust no està en la mà dels 
reis” (170). Here, the ethics of the oppressed are seen to triumph over any 
understanding of divine monarchical righteousness. Lucrècía’s response to 
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her rape by Tarquino is perhaps the most telling moment in the play, as she 
speaks not of her own personal loss, but instead of Tarquino’s violence as 
something that has harmed an entire nation, and for which that nation will 
surely seek retribution: “Als princeps igualment sap castigar el cel! Tot 
indica, traïdor, la vostra perdició; ja es cansa de sofrir la nostra nació. Jo 
veig ja venir el dia en què els romans trauran indignament de Roma los 
tirans. La vostra destrucció, la mort de tots els teus serà el premi degut que 
eus donaran los déus. I tu, afronta de Roma, i tu, tirà pervers…” (193). The 
personal is the political in Ramis’s play, and the violation of one woman’s 
personhood by the Crown merits the overthrow of the entire royal 
institution itself.   
 Perhaps not surprisingly, the action of Ramis’s second play, Arminda, 
like Lucrècia, o Roma libre, revolves around a ruler, this time a Count of 
Barcelona, Don Berenguer, who acts tyrannically in the face of his nephew 
and chosen successor’s rebellion. The young man defies his uncle’s wishes, 
falling in love with a pagès girl, the daughter of a sheepherder he has pursued 
for three years, and eschewing the marriage with a Castilian Infanta that his 
uncle has arranged for him. As Elliott has posited, through the imposition 
of the Nueva Planta of 1707-16, “the Crown of Aragon was subjected to a 
settlement imposed by a victorious monarch, who stigmatized its peoples as 
rebels, and who took it for granted that their rebellion gave him the right to 
determine their fate” (89). We have seen how this paradigm was enacted in 
the dynamic between Tarquino and Lucrècia in Ramis’s first tragedy, but, I 
would argue, it is equally important to any reading of Arminda.  
 This second play, described by de Melchor as a pure tragedy with a 
happy ending (“Estudi introductori” Arminda 32), has regularly been 
dismissed by critics such as Gomila Saura as a play that, while part of 
Ramis’s modernizing, highbrow trilogy, tends toward a more problematic 
sentimentality (10). But unlike Lucrècia, thought to have never been staged, 
Arminda, according to Valsalobre, was performed both on Mallorca and at 
the Teatre de Maó on Menorca (80-81), and thus had a clearer repercussion 
during the Enlightenment of the Balearic Islands. Other critics have 
observed in Arminda a simple reiteration of a Catalan folkloric tradition, or, 
as de Melchor has posited, a pale imitation of pastoral literature, since “la 
protagonista homònima és una pastora que encarna en bona part l’ideal 
pastoral, tan ben cultivat per la literatura espanyola” (“Estudi introductori” 
Arminda 26). If de Melchor parses the genre of Arminda as a French-style 
tragedy with comedic elements, it is perhaps because, as he notes, the term 
‘tragicomedy’ in the seventeenth-century French tradition, long thought to 
have influenced Ramis, denoted a play with a “tema exclusivament amorós, 
que excloïa per tant qualsevol consideració política” (“Estudi introductori” 
Arminda 26). Clearly in Arminda the political cannot be said to be absent. 
Instead, what I observe in Ramis’s dramatic construction is that the 
playwright, in a creative proto-Romantic vein, deploys a sentimental plotline 
in service of a larger social and political argument, likewise using the 
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Romantic trope of a Medieval setting to compellingly speak to 
contemporary concerns of his era. As in Lucrècia, political erotics are 
strongly at play in Arminda, and the negotiation and formation of a true love 
marriage becomes an optic through which to trouble a Catalan-Castilian 
political relationship and consolidate certain ideals of Catalan identity. Most 
problematically, beyond how little Arminda has figured in Catalan publishing 
history, Ramis’s second play has been largely ignored by modern and 
contemporary criticism with regards to the strong political themes of 
autochthonous resistance and rebellion found therein, something I will 
address in what follows.  
 The most obvious recovery of Catalan identity and rebellious 
positioning in Arminda is the vindication of the dignity of the pagès, or 
folkloric rural, culture in Catalonia, which the heir, Don Ramón, the Count 
of Urgell, finds worthier than Castilian influence, at least in his choice of 
brides. As Iñaki Arrieta Urtizberrea, Joan Seguí and Xavier Roigé have 
argued, “in Catalonia and the Basque country, where identity claims have 
been repeatedly asserted since the nineteenth century, folklore heritage and 
its representations were seen by nationalist political movements as useful 
platforms to support a message of ‘difference’” (387). There is something 
of an early echo of this Renaixença-era practice in Arminda, since in this 
play only a folkloric female figure is capable of inciting a fiery passion in the 
future Catalan ruler, and her beauty, but also her humility about her rang, or 
social position, are posited as the core elements of her nobility of essence, if 
not of class. Of the peasant Arminda, Ramón believes that, “Si és filla d’un 
pastor, ses gràcies, sa bellesa la fan digna de mi, digna de ma grandesa” (61), 
and he is confident that she “mereix sobre son front posar una corona” 
(63). Furthermore, Ramón forcefully resists an arranged marriage with 
Rosaura, Infanta de Castilla, and Conde Berenguer’s insistence that he 
“uniu eternament Castilla a Barcelona.” For young Ramón, his love for a 
woman of the land outstrips any desire he might possess for the throne: “Jo 
no deman el trono, el reine, la grandesa; Jo deman solament d’Arminda la 
bellesa” (81). Throughout the play, Ramón will fight his uncle’s 
condemnation; Arminda’s refusal of him because of their class difference; 
his beloved’s imprisonment as well as his potential father-in-law Lucindo’s 
jailing at the hands of his vengeful uncle; and his own imprisonment and 
the death penalty, never once doubting his love for the Catalan 
shepherdess. Ramón declares to Arminda that “l’imperi de mon cor així vos 
assegura. No lo dubteu ja més: ab vós jo vull partir el ceptre i la corona” 
(65), ultimately pledging to “coronar la virtut i la bellesa en vós” (65). As in 
Lucrècia, intimacy in this play is created through a political discourse (of 
empires, scepters, and crowns), and personal truths are infused with 
political dictums. 
 However, Arminda does not merely exalt a folkloric Catalan identity; 
Castilian identity is also problematized in this tragedy. Castilians are cast as 
that which may be dismissed (when Ramón repeatedly denies Rosaura’s 
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hand in marriage); furthermore, they are linked to the Count of Barcelona’s 
mistreatment of the young lovers, Ramón and Arminda, since this arranged 
Castilian-Catalan marriage is the significant impediment to their union of 
Catalan royalty and peasantry. But most importantly, Castilians are depicted 
as violent and not to be trusted, since were Ramón to refuse this political 
marriage, the Count of Barcelona asserts that, “Castilla què diria quan 
vostre casement estar suspès sabria; sens dubte que son rei, irat i ple de 
fúria, se voldría venjar d’esta pretesa injuria. Vos veuríeu la pau mudar-se en 
dura guerra i de sang i de mort cobrir-se al punt la terra” (70). As Valsalobre 
has observed, “A Arminda notem encara com la unió ‘eterna’ imminent del 
comtat de Barcelona amb Castella que preveu el comte Berenguer és 
finalment frustrada pels esdeveniments dramàtics i els comtats catalans 
romanen ‘independents’ i ben integrats entre ells, aspecte que potser hem 
de considerar significatiu” (91). While Valsalobre is subtle in his suggestion 
here, he ultimately claims that Ramis’s depiction of disputes with Castile 
and the aborting of a dynastic peninsular union in favor of the creation of 
more political cohesion within one’s own territory might be seen as a 
patriotic impulse within Arminda (91). Building on this provocative reading 
of the play’s Catalan-Castilian dynamics, I would go one step further to 
suggest that Arminda, in the very century that saw the Castilian repression of 
the Catalan language and the region’s historical sovereignty, proposes 
turning away from Castilian influence and a vigorous reinvestment in a 
Catalan nation identity and the consolidation of an independent Catalan 
political structure, from the more rural Urgell to the urban Barcelona, and 
from the highest reaches of the nobility to the humblest of social classes.   
 Buttressing this disdain for any union with Castile depicted in Arminda 
is a broader condemnation of royal overreach. The nobility’s response to 
military rebellion in particular is heavily lambasted in this drama, especially 
when Count Berenguer imprisons Arminda and Ramón, with the help of 
numerous soldiers, storms the castle to free her. While Valsalobre doubts 
that the Count of Barcelona, something of a stand-in figure for the idea of 
the monarchy, should be read as an entirely intolerant character, or as an 
authoritarian or even despotic figure, he does suggest that “el vessant 
‘tirànic’ de Berenguer resideix en el fet de confondre el desig amb la 
voluntat d’imposar-lo” (100). That imposition of will is depicted as extreme 
and unreasonable in its application, with Don Berenguer insisting on his 
nephew’s obedience again and again, without any regard for Ramón’s 
difference of opinion and free will. Ramón’s love for a woman, in essence 
his Catalan homeland, especially provokes a law and order response from 
Count Berenguer against his own heir, Ramón, and the imposition of the 
death penalty: “Las lleis, plenes d’horror per vostra traïció, vos han ja 
declarat indigne de perdó. Las lleis, no lo dubteu, demanen vostra mort” 
(96). And yet, while Ramón describes turning against his uncle as potentially 
‘ungrateful,’ he never labels it as the ‘treason’ that the Count imagines; the 
adjective ‘traitorous’ is notably reserved for his relationship with the 
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motherland figure of Arminda, with Ramón stating clearly that marrying the 
Castilian Infanta and “abandonant Arminda, oh Cels, ja so, traidor” (72). By 
extension, as the female figure in Arminda is deeply associated with the land, 
the autochthonous, and even the political Catalan counties, we are 
encouraged to read the Count of Barcelona’s reaction as broadly traitorous 
to Catalan national identity at its core. Equally revealing of Arminda’s 
critique of the political dynamics that plagued the Països Catalans in the 
eighteenth century is the fact that it is the peasantry who ultimately suffer 
the greatest consequence in the disunion between Barcelona and the 
Castilian monarchy, as the Count claims that Arminda and her shepherd 
father Lucindo are equally culpable for Ramón’s rebellion, and must pay 
with their lives. This focus on the peasantry’s rebellion could harken back 
to the Catalan peasantry’s position during the War of Succession. As Elliott 
recalls, the peasantry had suffered deeply at the hands of the French, and 
“had a sense of Catalonia as a historically free society,” and so were 
opposed to Bourbon imposition and the erasure of the historical rights of 
Catalonia (82). In the end, the anagnorisis in the play’s final scene, with the 
revelation that Arminda is the Count’s daughter, long thought dead, will 
create the conditions for a happy ending in a union among noble equals. 
The consolidation of Catalan governance through the marriage of now 
cousins Arminda and Ramón offers an aspirational future community of 
self-rule, internal territorial strengthening, and independence from external 
political bonds, hardly a subtle gesture in an era that saw intense repression 
of the Catalan language and, as Elliott has described, the loss of the 
Catalonia of the Constitutions and the outside imposition of a system that 
was arbitrary and authoritarian (98). 
 Ultimately, I find it telling that Lucrècia o Roma libre has, since the 1980s, 
become an obligatory reading for high school and university students in 
Catalan-speaking areas of Spain. As Carbonell notes, the first mention of 
Ramis’s plays in any Catalan literary history only occurred in 1912 (71); it is 
therefore remarkable that in the last two decades Ramis i Ramis’s place in 
the canon of Catalan letters has become so consolidated. While in part this 
is due to Lucrècia and Arminda being two of the rare examples of highbrow 
literature written in Catalan during the Enlightenment, something greater is 
clearly at work. That both of these dramatic works lament the loss of local 
rights while also praising the nobility of rebellion must be profoundly 
impactful for today’s readers in the era of the most recent Catalan 
movement for independence. As Salord Ripoll has written, Lucrècia is 
especially modern in its “conversión de los súbditos en ciudadanos libres” 
(172), a turn that clearly also resonated within the Països Catalans in the wake 
of the Bourbon takeover and centralizing efforts in the eighteenth century. 
Even during the Decadència, there were clearly moments of productive 
discontinuity in the Catalan tradition. Lucrècia and Arminda, taken together, 
speak to the persistence of the Catalan language against all odds at that 
time, but also to a burgeoning recognition of the dignity of marginalized 
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figures who, when faced with repression from arbitrary and cruel 
monarchies, fight to reclaim their rights and political sovereignty. In an era 
long thought to be a ‘cultural desert,’ and when traditional forms of 
publication in Catalan were in deep decline, Ramis’s Catalan plays empower 
outsiders and rebels and celebrate strong feminine characters, the 
respectability of the rural class, cultural difference, and perhaps most 
importantly, nascent republicanism and a more egalitarian social order. 
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